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Summary Our Roles

JN Agency partnered with luxury 
childrenswear brand Peekaboo 
Beans to strengthen and refine its 
communications strategy and 
marketing message to attract 
Stylists and customers in the 
United States.

Brand Language Guide

Digital Marketing Strategy

Cross-Channel Advertising 
Execution & Management



About Peekaboo Beans

Canada’s most successful direct 
sales childrenswear brand founded 
by Traci Costa in 2006 who sought to 
dress her daughter in ultra 
comfortable, durable clothing that 
was not only made to last, but 
polished and stylish– and most 
importantly, made for playful living.

Target Audience:
Working moms in 
healthcare/nursing, affluent stay at 
home moms and grandmothers in 
the U.S. and Canada



The Challenge



Reinvent the brand’s the language around the use of “play” – the founding 
principle of the brand– to connect Peekaboo Beans’ product and business its 

larger company mission while reflecting high quality, solution-based value that 
the company brings to its consumers and Stylists.



The Solution



Based on quantitative research and qualitative analysis, JN Agency wrote and 
designed a 20-page Brand Language Book that outlined the branding strategy for 

internal communications (Stylist Training) and external communications 
(Advertising, Social Media, Website, etc.), defining the language architecture that 

was adopted across all forms of messaging from the organization.

Clear, Concise Inspiration



What We Created



20-Page Brand Language Book
Including Mission Statement, Brand Values, Brand Voice, Value Proposition Statement, Language Lexicon 

70-Page Brand Language Training Guide
Including a Brand Quick Reference Guide for Marketing, Communications, Public Relations and Sales 

Cross-Channel Marketing Strategy
A tactical strategy for implementing the new brand messaging across digital and print communications











The Results



JN Agency was simply terrific to work with. They are 
strong strategically, thorough in creating assessments of 
the brand, collaborative across the entire team, use a 
robust testing methodology and deliver results!  

The brand guide work captured exactly what the brand is 
all about, in a way that is meaningful for growth and 
instructive for all departments and efforts across the 
company. The brand guide work energized the whole team, 
creating clarity of the vision and mission. The team had a 
road map they could then follow for their efforts which 
touched the brand, from customer service to sales to 
marketing to product development.

“

”
Sandy Spielmaker

Chief Sales Officer



312 new leads
within 3 weeks



Our partnership has led to huge success 
for Peekaboo Beans, helping them:

Reorient their marketing message.
Increase conversions.
Attract more stylists.



It’s our business to make you look good.


